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Republic of the Philippines 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Quezon City 

NINETEENTH CONGRESS 
First Regular Session 

House Resolution No._____ 

Introduced by: Congressman BIENVENIDO M. ABANTE, JR. 

“RESOLUTION URGING THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON HEALTH JOINT WITH 
COMMITTEE ON GOOD GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC ACCOUNTABILITY TO 

CONDUCT AN INQUIRY INTO THE 31.3 MILLION COVID-19 VACCINES THAT WERE 
UNUSED AND WASTED, IN ORDER TO ENSURE THAT PROCURED COVID-19 

VACCINES ARE PROPERLY HANDLED AND EFFICIENTLY ADMINISTERED IN THE 
FUTURE.” 

WHEREAS, in the first quarter of 2020, the whole world was engulfed by the COVID-19 
pandemic, which in over two years has infected over four million Filipinos and claimed the lives 
of over 64,000 of our countrymen. 

WHEREAS, to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in our country, the government adopted 
several strategies, one of which was the vaccination of the Philippine population against this 
highly contagious disease. 

WHEREAS, in support of these efforts, Congress passed Republic Act Number 11525 or 
the COVID-19 Act of 2021, which authorizes the Department of Health (DOH) and the National 
Task Force Against COVID-19 “either through themselves jointly or in cooperation with any 
government agency or instrumentality or LGU” to procure COVID-19 vaccines. 

WHEREAS, pursuant to the said law, private companies and local government units 
(LGUs) are also authorized to procure vaccines through a tripartite agreement with 
manufacturers and the national government. 

WHEREAS, according to the DOH, the government has received and procured a total of 
250.38 million COVID-19 vaccine doses as of November this year. 

WHEREAS, on November 17 at the Senate deliberations on the proposed budget of the 
DOH, Senator Pia Cayetano revealed that 31.3 million COVID-19 vaccine doses worth an 
estimated 15.6 billion pesos were wasted and unused as of November this year. 

WHEREAS, the 31.3 million wasted doses represent 12.5% of the total number of COVID-
19 vaccines received and procured in order to vaccinate Filipino citizens. 
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WHEREAS, on November 21, DOH officer-in-charge Maria Rosario Vergeire admitted 
that of the 31.3 million squandered doses, 24 million doses were wasted because they had expired 
due to their short shelf life, while the remaining seven million doses were discarded due to 
temperature excursion, or were opened but unused. 

WHEREAS, as of November 21, a total of 165,605,330 doses of the COVID-19 vaccine have 
been administered in the country, with 73,713,884 complete doses and 20,878,726 booster doses. 

WHEREAS, the 31.3 million vaccine doses could have been used to more than double the 
number of boosted Filipino citizens, and could have further protected a significant portion of the 
Philippine population against COVID-19. 

WHEREAS, the lost monetary value of these vaccine doses represents an appalling and 
disgraceful waste of resources that is indefensible given the financial demands of our public 
health system.  

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, AS IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED, by the House 
of Representatives, to urge the House Committee on Health joint with Good Government and 
Public Accountability to conduct an inquiry into the 31.3 million COVID-19 vaccines that were 
unused and wasted, in order to ensure that procured COVID-19 vaccines are properly handled 
and efficiently administered in the future. 

Adopted, 

BIENVENIDO M. ABANTE JR. 


